
 
COLLECTAIR LIMITED EDITIONS:  RECENT EDITIONS 

 

     
 
82. FIREBIRD  27 x 20 ins                                                                                      83. THE SHARP END   25 x 19 in    
50 Signed and numbered copies:  £95                                                                            50 Artist's proofs with a squadron badge drawing:  £150 
25 Artist's proofs with a squadron badge drawing:  £120                                              25 Remarques with a detailed aircraft drawing:  £235 
25 Remarques with a detailed aircraft drawing:  £235    
 
                                                        

    
 
84. TOWER BRIDGE HUNTER .    25 x 19 in                                                85. GOLDEN YEARS           25 x 19 in 
Each copy individually signed by the pilot, Flt Lt ALAN POLLOCK                             50 Artist's proofs with a squadron badge drawing:  £150 
50 APs with a squadron badge drawing:  £150                                                            25 Remarques with a detailed aircraft drawing:  £235 
Remarque with a detailed aircraft drawing:  £235  
 

     
 
86. THE LIONS RAMPANT 25 x 19 in                                                       87. VULCAN SCRAMBLE  27 x 18 in 
50 Artist's proofs with a squadron badge drawing:  £150    350 Signed and numbered copies:  £95    (7 signatures) 
25 Remarques with a detailed aircraft drawing:  £235    Artist's proof with a squadron badge drawing:  £150 (9 signatures)                                    
                    Remarque with a detailed aircraft drawing:  £235 (9 signatures) 
 



 
 

     
 
88. TSR2 - THE FOURTH DIMENSION                89. THE FLYING CANOPENERS                          
300 Signed and numbered copies:  £95              300 signed and numbered copies: £95   
Signed by TSR2 Project Test Pilot DON KNIGHT              Artist's proofs with a squadron badge drawing:  £150 
Artist's proofs with a TSR2 logo drawing:  £150              Remarque print with a detailed aircraft drawing:  £235 
Remarque print with a detailed aircraft drawing:  £235              
 

   
  

 
 

          
 
92. LOW FLYBY        93. F4 PHANTOMS – COMBT OVER BLAKENEY 
   
 100 Signed and numbered copies:  £95     100 Signed and numbered copies:  £95 
  Artist's proofs with a squadron badge drawing:  £150    Artist's proofs with a squadron badge drawing:  £150 
  Remarque print with detailed aircraft drawing:  £235    Remarque print with detailed aircraft drawing:  £235 
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90. AVRO SHACKLETON - THE GROWLER   
 
250 Signed and numbered copies:  £95  
Artist's proofs with a squadron badge drawing:  £150 
Remarque print with detailed aircraft drawing:  £235 

91. BLACK KNIGHTS 
TYPHOONS OVER CHINA LAKE 
 
150 signed and numbered copies: £95 
Artist's proofs with sqn badge drawing:  £150 
Remarque print with a detailed aircraft drawing: £235 
 
 


